The report of the National Advisory Commission loudly of the need for development of poor nations, on Food and Fiber [2] displays some shortcomings yet does little to develop indigenous crop experiment [3] , but in the main is a well conceived and extremely stations and open U.S. markets to goods produced in useful contribution to farm policy. My paper will these countries. The Commission recommendations focus principally on the implications of the Food and were geared to rectify some of these inconsistencies. Fiber Commission recommendations for the South. A secondary objective will be to critique some of the COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURE recommendations, and to suggest some possible improvements in the Commission report.
The Commission recommended that:
I have divided the recommendations into three cat-... price supports be set modestly below a moving egories for this paper: (a) commercial agriculture, average oJ world market prices [2, tion would move to foreign countries where labor costs are lower. Removing of other barriers to trade, Because these and other provisions of the Comto be discussed later, and lowering of price supports mission are obscure, it is necessary to make some asto world price levels also would substantially reduce sumptions. Initially, I assume that resources and proincome. ducts are allowed to adjust in volume and locations as dictated by free play of the price mechanism without (g) A market oriented farm economy that would commodity product controls or price supports. After successfully speed outmovement of farm people would analyzing considerable information from interregional have an important impact on the nonfarm economy. programming studies and other sources [cf. 5], these Institutions such as churches and enterprises such as conclusions follow:
food stores that depend on the number of people in the community would be hit hard. Land prices would (a) Cotton acreage in the U.S. and the South fall considerably, but the property tax base per capita would decline below 1963 levels, but little if any bewould not necessarily fall since the decline in populalow the 10 million acres planted in 1966 and 1967.
tion could more than offset the decline in property valProduction would increase on irrigated land in the ue. Schools and other social overhead would not necWest and Southwest. Some areas of the Southwest essarily be improved however, because there would be and the Delta would continue to produce considerable a tendency for the more productive and progressive quantities of the crop.
people to leave the community and for those remaining to be unwilling to commit the full resources of (b) Total crop acreage in the South would dethe community to progress. The impact on firms cline as lower crop prices and land retirement prosupplying production inputs to farmers is difficult to grams would encourage shifting of marginal cropland judge. If aggressive, able managers acquired control of to grasses and trees. The expansion of acreage in imsmall tarming units formerly operated by less able proved grasses would lead to growth in cow-calf opfarmers, and if the land retirement program was small erations in the South.
in scope, then sales of production-input firms likely could expand. On the other hand, a large land retire-(c) Feed grain and soybean acreage in the South ment program coupled with aggressive policies to conwould increase, and feeding of cattle would expand in vert cotton, sugar and tobacco acreage to less intenthe "peripheral" areas of the South, especially the sive grass, trees, feed grains and soybeans would reSouthwest.
duce the sales of firms selling production inputs. prove water, sewer and other facilities will not fore-stall the eventual decay of these towns. Low interest long-term gains in net income, this leaves economic Federal loans to improve the social overhead constistability as the real benefit of these programs over an tutes less of a subsidy and should be continued. This extended period. But would not this stability be leaves Federal grants to concentrate on viable corachieved at lower public cost with commodity invenmunities of say 10,000 people and over, which stand tory management. Oklahoma farmers, and perhaps the greatest chance of viability. To reduce waste by farmers in other states too, are deeply distrustful of focusing on viable towns, it is desirable to provide magovernment stock manipulations. The Commission, jor Federal tax concessions to firms that locate in viby placing its support more solidly behind a sound able cities in depressed areas, then let the local tax inventory policy, could have alleviated some of base generated by these firms help to pay for the farmers' aversion to realistic stock inventory policies necessary social overhead.
for economic stabilization based on carefully formulated and preset guidelines for purchases and sales.
SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL TOPICS
Several topics currently of major interest were not SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS treated in the Commission report. While it may be argued that the Commission was concerned with longThe Commission explicitly emphasized the need term policy rather than short-term issues, nevertheless, for a more market oriented agriculture. Their call for the Commission did take a stand on several of the extension of minimum wage laws, collective bargainlatter. Examples are their position on beef imports ing, guaranteed public employment and a guaranteed and rates charged by U.S. shipping firms.
annual income is difficult to reconcile with the "market orientation" theme. Presumably, the market A more clear statement would have been useful orientation is to raise the efficiency of commercial from the Commission on these items:
farmers. But in national and world prespective, it is very difficult to build much of a case for public pol- The impact on the South of full implementation of taxpayers, consumers and farmers is now a subject of the Commission report is difficult to estimate with considerable interest. Should consumer services be accuracy, partly because of vagueness in the report moved to a separate department of consumer affairs?
and an uncertain future, and partly because the ComShould forestry be moved to the Department of mission chose to emphasize general policies rather Interior? A related issue is the degree to which it is than specific programs. desirable to separate the administration of farm programs from immediate political exigencies through an It appears however, that the result would be to reAgricultural Board patterned after the Federal Reserve duce the acreage of sugar, cotton and tobacco in the Board.
South, and to increase somewhat the production of soybeans, feed grains and cattle. The movement of Another related issue is the role of the U.S. Departcropland to grass and trees would be speeded. The ment of Agriculture in commodity stock operations. move toward less labor intensive commodities would The effects of the market are difficult to avoid. Thus, free additional labor from farming. Whether this labor government commodity programs do not raise net would leave the farm and be productively employed in farm income over extended periods because of capthe South or elsewhere depends heavily on the type italization discussed earlier and because the long-run and combination of public programs of education, job demand for farm products is elastic. If there are no creation and welfare.
